Zebrfish Aquaculture Technician

https://wiki.med.harvard.edu/SysBio/Megason
Company: Harvard Medical School
Address: 200 Longwood Ave  Boston MA 2115
Contact: Dante D'India – Supervisor
Phone: 617.432.7443
Email: dante_dindia@hms.harvard.edu
https://wiki.med.harvard.edu/SysBio/Megason

Description:

The Megason Lab at Harvard Medical School has an intern position available for a zebrafish aquaculture technician, starting immediately.

Routine duties consist of the following:
Daily feedings
Culturing of live food
Cleaning of tanks and equipment
Setting up breeding crosses
Egg collection, rearing fish stocks, monitoring and maintaining water chemistry
Updating facility databases, assessing fish health, etc.

This is an excellent opportunity for a candidate to utilize and expand their knowledge of fish biology and aquaculture while also gaining exposure to various facets of biomedical research.

Hours: Flexible, minimum of 12 hrs a week, 2-4 days a week M-F, 12 weeks.

Compensation: Unpaid

Interested candidates should send a cover letter and CV, as well as the names/emails/phone numbers of three professional references, to dante_dindia@hms.harvard.edu

Qualifications: Biology, marine science or animal science major preferred. Previous experience with animals desired. This position requires physical labor. Applicant must be able to lift 50 pounds. Rolling